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Introduction
Sunday Lunchbox was founded in
November 2020 to do our part to
end food injustice in Austin. We
have been providing nutritious food
options to our community since the
spring of 2021.

2022 was a year of growth, change, lessons
learned, and building a strong foundation on
which to scale our impact in 2023.  We fed
hundreds of children, rescued produce from
5+ farms across Austin, and established
partnerships with new key grantors, donors,
and community organizations.  We finished
off the year with intense strategic planning;
see our closing section for a preview of
what's in store in 2023!

Note that prior to the fall of 2022, we
measured only cumulative impact and are
therefore reporting on total counts.  Starting
in 2023 we will be able to report on
weekly/monthly metrics and trends.
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Our Vision Our Mission
All Austin families have access to
nutritious and community inspired food
options.

Sunday Lunchbox provides nutritious
and community inspired food for those
most underserved by our food system in
Austin.

Our Story 

Our Values
Center Equity
We define equity in line with the words
given to health.com by Alford Young,
PhD, “the access to or distribution of
resources according to need.“  Our
mission focuses explicitly on improving
access to nourishing food for those most
disadvantaged by our current food
system. 

Eat Real Food
We believe access to nourishing food is a
right, not a privilege. Through community
partnerships and food innovation, we’re
getting families as close to minimally
processed, locally sourced food as
possible.

Zero Waste
Sunday Lunchbox operates at the
intersection of food rescue and food
injustice, leaning on food which would
otherwise be wasted to create
innovative products to serve our
community.



Servings of Food Donated

This is an estimate, a low bar, based on
number of T'uffins, Stoodles, SnAx, and
produce items delivered.  Starting in
January 2023 we are explicitly tracking
servings each week.
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"Sunday Lunchbox has been a
dynamic staple force in our
lives. We have been financially
stressed for 18 months and it
has been difficult to secure
proper nutrition for our family.
I really don't know what we
would have done without the
help from Sunday Lunchbox's
healthy, allergy conscious, and
delicious creations. We are so
grateful for their contributions
in insuring food security for
our family" - Lunchbox Mom

Children fed

Our Lunchbox Family program is designed
to provide continued support for families
facing food insecurity.  Since starting
deliveries in the spring of 2021, we've
delivered to 171 children - many of them
several meals/week and many
weeks/year.

171

The Numbers



Produce Donor
and Partner

Partnerships
From farms to sponsors, nonprofits to grantors, we're grateful for the many new
partnerships we established in 2022.

Produce Donor Produce Donor

Produce donor Mentorship Mentorship

Funding/Mentorship In Kind Donor



Food Distribution Center

We also receive donations from
Farmhouse Delivery, bringing us a variety
of fruits and veggies to preserve or
deliver to our families.
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175
Peak lbs food rescued/week

During our peak week, we rescued 175
pounds of food!  Our average week is
currently around 100, and our 2023 goal
more than doubles this number.

Local Farms

In 2022 Sunday Lunchbox established
partnerships with 4 local farms, including
Urban Roots, Farmshare ATX, Green Gates
Farm, and Joe's Microgreens. 
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Food Rescue



Glimmer Austin
The Trull Foundation
The Matt O'Hayer Foundation

Grants : $32,000

Funding
We received funding in the form of grants, private donations, and revenue from
our markets/events in 2022.

Total Revenue

$92k

Private Donors : $58,777.67

Event Revenue : $1,305.20



That's a lot of hours!

We are beyond grateful for the folks who
dedicate their time to Sunday Lunchbox;
from our kitchen and delivery volunteers
to those who show up at our events to
promote our mission.  We can't wait to
keep up the fun in 2023!

Volunteers



Sunday Lunchbox
11503 Cherry Hearst Court

Austin, TX 78750
512-953-3551

sundaylunchbox.com
contact@sundaylunchbox.com

We thank you for your
ongoing support of
our programs


